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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the basic and classical paper [lo], where the important concept of 
fuzzy set was first introduced, Zadeh developed a basic framework to treat 
mathematically the fuzzy phenomena or systems which, due to intrinsic 
indefiniteness, cannot themselves be characterized precisely. He pays special 
attention to the investigation of the convex fuzzy sets which covers nearly 
the second half of the space of the paper. The results of the investigation 
[lo] are mainly as follows: (1) The separation theorem; and (2) The 
theorem on the shadows of convex fuzzy sets. The revised correct version of 
the separation theorem has been given [9] by employing induced fuzzy 
topology. Using the concept of fuzzy hyperplane given by himself, Lowen 
has established some further separation theorems for convex fuzzy sets [6]. 
Concerning the theorem of shadow of convex fuzzy sets, Zadeh has made 
further investigation [ 111. But in this respect, there still exist some draw- 
backs which will be shown by a counterexample in the present paper. 
Perhaps the lack of fuzzy topological assumption in the above mentioned 
results leads to the appearance of these drawbacks. Such a situation seems 
to be natural in the early stage of development of fuzzy set theory. Adding 
some assumptions about fuzzy topology, now we yield several positive 
results on the shadows of convex fuzzy sets. Finally we shall give simple 
and direct proofs of two theorems that describe the relationships between 
the fuzzy convex cones and the fuzzy linear subspaces and that have 
already been presented by Lowen [6]. The present proofs do not appeal to 
his representation theorem. 
For simplicity, we consider only the convex fuzzy sets defined on the 
Euclidean space in this paper. But it is not difficult to generalize most of 
the results obtained in the paper to the case that convex fuzzy sets are 
defined in linear space over real field or complex field. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper I denotes the unit interval [0, 11, E the Euclidean 
space of dimension n, and Y an ordinary (crisp) nonempty set. A map 2 
from Y to I is called a fuzzy set on Y, denoted usually by a lower case 
Greek letter. The ordinary set ( y E Y: I(y) > 0) is called the support of A 
and denoted by supp A. The fuzzy set i’ defined by i’(y) = 1 - A(y) is 
called the complement of A. For any family B = { Aj: j E J} of fuzzy sets on 
Y, we define the intersection inf B and the union sup 8, respectively, by 
the formulae 
inf%?(y)=inf{Aj(Y):jEJ}, 
sup g(y) = sup{Aj(y): j J}. 
For real a, A- a denotes the map defined by (2 - a)(y) = A(y) - a. We 
define a fuzzy topological space as a pair (Y, y), where y E IX (all maps 
from X to I) and F is closed under arbitrary union and finite intersection. 
In general, the fuzzy topology y does not include all constant maps, so it 
is different from the one given in [S]. A set is called open if it is in r and 
closed if its complement is in y. Unless otherwise stated, the fuzzy 
topology on the Euclidean space E will refer to induced fuzzy topology 
[9], i.e., the family of all lower semicontinuous function in E. For a more 
detailed account of the concepts outlined above, the reader is referred to 
17, 101. 
DEFINITION 1. The fuzzy set 2 on E is said to be convex fuzzy set iff for 
all x, ye E and agl, 
il(ux + (1 -a) y) > A(x) A A(y). 
It is easy to see that L is a convex fuzzy set iff there exists a dense subset 
D of I and for each UED,X’[a, l] (or 1”~‘(a, 11) is convex. (These 
equivalence of fuzzy convexity was essentially shown in [lo], see also [6, 
Proposition 6.1 I.) 
DEFINITION 2. Suppose A is a fuzzy set on E. The fuzzy convex hull of 2 
is defined by 
conv 1. = inf{ v 3 A: v convex fuzzy ) 
= smallest convex fuzzy set containing 1. 
Since the intersection of some convex fuzzy sets is still convex fuzzy, it is 
obvious that for each & its fuzzy convex hull conv i always exists. Further- 
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more, as shown in [6], if for any XE E and PE N (N denotes the set of 
positive integer) put 
C(x, P) = 
i 
(x1 ‘..., x,} E E: there exist uic Z, f ai 
,=I 
=1,x= f u,x, 
i== I 
then 
conv I(x) = sup sup inf{i(y): yEA}. 
PEN At’?(r,~) 
DEFINITION 3. A fuzzy set ,I on E is a fuzzy subspace iff for all x, y E E 
and reals u, h, 
qax + by) 3 i(x) A l(y). 
LEMMA 1. ju is fuzzy subspace {ff iL satisfies the following three con- 
ditions: 
(1) 1(0)=sup{qx):xEE). 
(2) For each x E E and real a # 0, /2(ax) = A(x). 
(3) 1. is fuzzy convex set. 
The proof is trivial, see also Proposition 3.3 of [6]. 
DEFINITION 4. A fuzzy set I. on E is a fuzzy convex cone iff it is convex 
and for each x E E and real a > 0, I(ax) = A(x). 
We can easily verify that Jb is a fuzzy convex cone iff there exists a dense 
subset D of I and for each UE D, ;I- ‘[a, l] (A-‘(a, 11, respectively) is the 
ordinary convex cone in E. (See also Proposition 6.4 of [6].) 
DEFINITION 5. Let H be the ordinary hyperplane of the Euclidean space 
E. The orthogonal projection p: E + H induces a correspondence S, from 
I” (all maps from E to I) into IN. Then for each fuzzy set i on E, the image 
s,(n) is called the shadow of Iti on H. 
Remark. The shadow S,(A) can be expressed as S,(i)(y) = sup{A(x): 
x E E and p(x) = Y} (cf. Definition 1.1 of [S]). 
DEFINITION 6. Suppose that (Y, F) is a fuzzy topological space. The 
fuzzy set i on Y is said to be fuzzy compact iff for all family 59 c F satisfy- 
ing sup B 3 i and for all F > 0, there exists a finite subfamily B0 such that 
sup.G&>I.-E. 
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LEMMA 2. Zf I is fuzzy compact set on E (E equipped with induced fuzzy 
topology), then for each a > 0, 1-l [a, 1 ] is compact. 
Proof This lemma has been obtained in [6]. Here we modify slightly 
the original proof given in [6] to apply to other case. Suppose the lemma 
is not true for some a>O. Then by the structure of the usual Euclidean 
topology of E there exists a sequence {x,,} G 1,~‘[a, l] (n = 1,2,...) such 
that either the subset x, of E is discrete or the sequence x, + x 4 1~ r [a, 1 ] 
and in both cases for each x, there exists an open neighborhood B, of x, 
such that the family B, are pairwise disjoint and each B, does not contain 
x. If the limit point x exists, since A(x) < a, we take b satisfying 
A(x) < b < a; Otherwise we put b = 0. Define 
vo(y) = b y E {x> u {XI 3 X2,...}> 
= 1 otherwise, 
and for n = 1, 2,..., define 
V,(Y) = 1 yeu {B,:j= 1, 2,...}, 
=o otherwise. 
Then the family B = {v,: m = 0, l,...} is a family of open fuzzy set and 
sup%?>A. Since b<a we may choose E >O such that b<a-E. For any 
finite subfamily B0 = {v,, ,..., vnk > of B, put n > max{n, ,..., n,}, it is easy to 
see that sup 9&,(x,) = b < a - E 6 A(x,) - E. This, however, is in contradic- 
tion with the fuzzy compactness of 1. Thus A. ~ ’ [a, 1 ] is compact. 
Remark. Under the assumption of the lemma, in general, the set 
lu~‘(a, 11 is not compact. 
DEFINITION 7. Let (Y, y) be a fuzzy topological space and A E I’. The 
subfamily 98 of y is said to be the open Q-cover of A iff for each 
y E supp i, A(y) + sup B(y) > 1. The fuzzy set A is said to be Q-compact 
(resp. with F) iff for any open Q-cover 98 of A there is a finite subfamily @, 
of 9 such that B0 is Q-cover of A [4]. 
3. SHADOW OF FUZZY SET 
In [ 10; p. 3501 Zadeh asserts that supposing 1 and p are convex fuzzy 
set on E, S,(A) = S,(p) for each hyperplane H of E implies II = p. Further- 
more he also claims that for a pair of fuzzy sets I and CL, S,(I) = S,(p) for 
each hyperplane H of E implies conv A = conv ,u. The following counter 
example will show that the above assertions are incorrect. 
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COUNTEREXAMPLE. For simplicity, we are concerned only with the case 
that E is the Euclidean plane. (When dim E > 3, the counterexample may 
be similarly constructed. As for dim E = 1, the above assertion is obviously 
false. In fact, in the original argument presented [lo], the hypothesis that 
dim E 3 2 had been implicitly assumed.) Let A be subset of plane ((x, y): 
either O,<xc 1 and O<y< 1 or x= 1 and O<y<a}, the point p=(l, t) 
and B = A u {p>. Suppose that 1 and ,u denote the characteristic functions 
of A and B, respectively. Then ;1 #p and both are the (fuzzy) convex sets 
on E. For any hyperplane H of E, i.e., straight line H, it is obvious that any 
line which goes through the point p and is orthogonal to H will intersect 
with the subset A. Therefore for each point y of H, the fuzzy set S,(n) and 
S,(p) will take the same value (either 1 or 0). That is to say, 
SIAI”) = S,(P). 
Adding some hypotheses on fuzzy topology, we are able to recast the 
assertion in the following correct form. 
THEOREM 1. Let A and p be convex fuzzy sets on E with dim E > 2 and 
S,(l) = ,!?,(,a) ,for each hyperplane H. If 1 and p are open or closed sets 
relative to induced fuzzy topology (maybe one is open and another is closed), 
then 2 = p. 
Proof: Suppose 1” #p. There is x E E such that n(x) #p(x). Without loss 
of generality, we may assume a = i(x) > p(x) = b. Put c = (a + b)/2. For the 
fuzzy open (closed, respectively) set p, B=p-‘(c, l] (B=p-‘[c, 11, 
respectively) is open (resp. closed) convex set in E and x $ B. By the con- 
vexity theory [2], there is hyperplane F through x such that Fn B= 0. 
Choose a hyperplane H which goes through x and is orthogonal to F (note 
that dim E 3 2, so such H exists). Then S,(n)(x) 2 a and, since Fn B = 0, 
max{p(y): ye F} dc, hence S&)(x) <c. That is to say, S,(1) #S&L), 
which contradicts the hypothesis. 
DEFINITION 8. Let 1 be a fuzzy set on E. The intersection of all the con- 
vex and open (resp. closed) fuzzy sets containing 1 is called the fuzzy open- 
convex (resp. closed-convex) hull of i. 
The fuzzy closed-convex hull of 1 is obviously the smallest closed convex 
fuzzy set containing 1* but the fuzzy open-convex hull may be not open. 
Both fuzzy open-convex hull and closed-convex hull of 1 contain the fuzzy 
set conv A. Their constructions can be described as follows. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let i be the fuzzy set on E, A, = A-‘(a, 1) for each 
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a E [0, 1). In the Euclidean space E, we denote th collection of all the 
ordinary open and convex subsets containing 1, by 
{A(a, j): j belongs to some index set J,} 
Put 
r,,j(x) = 1 x E 44 A, 
=a otherwise, 
then the fuzzy open-convex hull of 1 is the fuzzy set 
r= (7 {ru,j: aE co, i),j~J,}. 
Proof. Because each r,,j3 A and is an open convex set, it is sufficient o 
show that if a fuzzy open convex set v > I, then v > IY In fact, for each 
XE E, put v(x) = a. If a = 1, obviously v(x) 2 T(x). If a< 1, then 
x&v-‘(a, 11. By v>,I, v-‘(a, 1]2&,, i.e., the open convex set v-‘(a, l] 
contains 1,. Hence there is Jo J, such that v ~ ‘(a, 1 ] = ,%(a, j). Since 
x 4 ~‘(a, 11, so r,,;(x) = a and T(x) < a = v(x). 
PROPOSITION 2. Let i. be the .fuzzy set on E, A, = A ‘[a, l] for each 
a E I. In the Euclidean space E, we denote the smallest closed convex ordinary 
subset containing A, by 1,. Put 
Q,(x) = 1 XEI,, 
=a otherwise, 
then the fuzzy closed-convex hull of E. is the fuzzy set 
s2=n {Q,:aEZ}. 
Proof It is clear that each QU is a fuzzy closed convex set containing i. 
Now it is sufficient to show that if a fuzzy closed convex set v > A, then 
v > Q. In fact, for each x E E, put a = v(x). If a = 1, naturally v(x) 3 52(x). If 
a<l, then the set B= {bEZ:b>a) is not empty. For each bEB, 
x4 -‘lb, l] =A,. S’ mce A, is convex closed set in E, so L, = 3,. Hence 
Q,(x) = b by x q? 1, and Q(x) d b. Because b may be any number in B, so 
Q(x) <a = v(x). 
THEOREM 2. Let A. and u be fuzzy sets on E with dim E 3 2 and 
S,(A) = S&L) for any hyperplane H of E. Zf 1 and j3 denote their fuzzy 
open-convex (closed-convex) hull, repectively, then ‘x = p. 
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Proof Suppose I# fi, that is to say, for some XE E, I(x) #B(x). 
Without loss of generality, we may assume a = x(x) > b(x) = b. Choose c E I 
such that a > c> b. From F(x) < c and Proposition 1 (using also the 
notation there), we have e E I and j E J such that T&x) 3 p and T,,j(~) < c. 
Put B = TpTil(c, 11. (From Proposition 2, we have e E I such that 52,3 ,D 
and Q,(x) < c. Put 52; l [c, I] = B, respectively.) The subset B is ordinary 
open (resp. closed) convex set and x $ B. We say that sup{ A(y): y $ B} > c. 
In fact, on the contrary, we get a fuzzy set v defined by 
V(Y) = 1 YE& 
=c otherwise. 
satisfying v > A. v is fuzzy open (resp. closed) convex set. So v 3 1. By x $ B 
we have c = v(x) >/I(x) = a which contradicts the fact: a > c. Now we may 
choose the point z E B such that /2(z) > c. From the convexity theory, in the 
case that B is either open convex set or closed convex set, there exists a 
hyperplane F through the point z such that Fn B= 0. Take a hyperplane 
H through the point z and orthogonal to F. Then S,(A)(z) 3 A(z) > c. On 
other hand, since p ,< f,,, (resp. ,u 6 Sz,), hence 
p-l@, l] c &‘(c, l] E B(,K’[c, l] c B. 
Therefore F does not intersect with p-‘(c, l] (resp. ~~‘[c, 11) and 
S,(~)(Z) 6 c. s,(A) # S&L), a contradition! 
Remark. The inverse statement of Proposition 2 is not true. That is to 
say, the fact 1 =ji does not imply s,(A)= S,(p). In fact, even in the 
ordinary convex set theory, the corresponding counterexample is easy to 
construct. 
In the following we shall investigate the relationship between the proper- 
ties of shadow and the compactness (the fuzzy compactness and Q-com- 
pactness). 
THEOREM 3. Let A and ,u be the convex fuzzy sets on E with dim E 3 2 
and S,(A) = S,(p) for each hyperplune H. If A and p are fuzzy compact 
relative to the induced topology Y-, then A = p. 
Proof: From the argument of Theorem 1 it is not difficult to see that if 
for each a E (0, 11, v-‘[u, I] is the closed convex subset of E, then the 
proof presented there can be continued throughout regardless of closedness 
or openness of v. Now by Lemma 2 for each a E (0, 11, v -’ [a, 1 ] is com- 
pact, hence is closed set. So the present proof can be given similar to the 
one of Theorem 1. 
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In the following for the concept of fuzzy topological subspace (simply, 
subspace) we refer to [7]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (Y, F) be fuzzy topological space, ,4 the fuzzy set on 
Y. If there exists an increasing positive real sequence E, -+ 0 such that each 
fuzzy set 1’ + E, is Q-compact in the subspace supp A, then ;1 is fuzzy com- 
pact, where 1’ + E, is define by (A’+c,)(y)=min(l, 1 +&,-A(y)}, 
y E supp 1. 
Proof: Suppose that the subfamily 9 c r satisfies sup %I > 1 and E > 0. 
We may choose E, such that E, < E. For each fuzzy set p E g the restriction 
of ,u to the subspace supp i is denoted by fi. So we have the family 
We say that @ is an open Q-cover of A’ + E, in the subspace supp A. In fact, 
take any XE supp 1. If (A’ + E,)(X) = 1, then by sup B(x) b A(x) > 0 we have 
sup 4(x) + (A’ + E,)(X) > 1: If (n’+&,)(X)< 1, then (A’ + E,)(X) = 
1 -A(x) + E,. Since sup a > A, hence sup B(x) + (A’ + E,)(X) = sup a(x) - 
A(x) + 1 + E, 2 1 + E, > 1. Thus B indeed is an open Q-cover of A’ + E,. By 
the Q-compactness of A’ + E, there exists a finite subfamily B0 of g such 
that for each x E supp 1, sup BO(x) + (A’ + E,)(X) > 1. Now when 
1 -A(x) + E, f 1 we have (A’ + E,)(X) = 1 - A(x) + E,, thus sup BO(x) > 
4x) - Eni When 1 -J.(x) + E, > 1, we have A(x) -CC,,, hence sup a,(x) 2 0 > 
A(x)--&,. To sum up, we always have sup a,(x) 3 A(x) -E, for each 
x E supp A. Put GJO = {p E g: fi E a,>. Then g0 is finite subfamily of $4 and 
sup g0 >, A- E, > A - E. By Definition 6, I is a fuzzy compact set in (Y, y). 
From Proposition 3 and Theorem 3, we have the following 
COROLLARY. Let 1 and u be fuzzy convex sets on E with dim E > 2. If 
there exists an increasing positive real sequence E, + 0 such that each 1’ + E, 
and each u’ + E, are Q-compact in subspace supp A and subspace supp p, 
respectively, then S,(A) = S”(u) for each hyperplane H implies ,? = u. 
DEFINITION 9. Let (Y, y) be a fuzzy topological space and A the fuzzy 
set on Y. The subfamily g of y is said to be the complete Q-cover of I iff 
for each y E supp A, sup a(y) + A(y) > 1 and for each y E y\supp A, there is 
a v E g such that v(y) = 1. The fuzzy set on Y is said to be complete 
Q-compact iff for each complete Q-cover 9 of A, there is a finite subfamily 
c&, of &I such that c&, is complete Q-cover of 1. 
Remark. When i = Iz/, the complete Q-compactness of II is equivalent 
to 1 *-compactness’ of (Y, y). 
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PROPOSITION 4. If the fuzzy set I’ is complete Q-compact on E (E equip- 
ped with induced fuzzy topology), then for each a > 0, I ~ ’ [a, 1 ] is compact. 
Proof The argument of Lemma 2 can apply to the present case with 
some obvious modification. 
THEOREM 4. Let A and u be fuzzy convex sets on E with dim E 3 2. If 2' 
and ,u’ are complete Q-compact and for each hyperplane H, S,(A) = S&L), 
thn A = u. 
Proof Analogous to the proof of Theorem 3. 
4. FUZZY CONVEX CONE AND FUZZY SUBSPACE 
In the paragraph we shall give simple and direct proof of two theorems 
which describe the relation between the fuzzy convex cone and fuzzy sub- 
space and are established in [6] via the so-called representation theorem 
presented in [6]. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose that A is a fuzzy convex cone and l(O)=sup 
(A(x): x E E}. Then there exists a smallest fuzzy subspace 1 containing i and 
1 can be defined bv 
X(x)=sup{l(z) A A(y):z- y=x}. 
Proof We first point out that the fuzzy set defined by the above-men- 
tioned formula is a subspace. In fact, by definition of 1 we have 
x(x)=2(-x). N ow we need to prove the following formula holds for any 
reals a, and a2 and any points X, and x2: 
I(a,x, + a2x2) 3 X(x,) A ‘x(x,). (*) 
If some ai = 0, the formula (*) follows directly from the definition of the 
fuzzy convex cone. If a,. a2 #O, put yi= (sgn ai) xi, then aixi= [ail yi 
(i= 1,2) and 
X(a,x, +a2x2)=%IalI yl + Ia21 y2) 
= sup{l(w) A A(z): 2 - w = alxl + a,x,} 
= w$W,l WI + Ia21 WI 
~~(la,lz,+la,lz,):z,-w,=y,,z,-w,=y,}. 
In view of the definition of the fuzzy convex cone 
A(la,l w1 + I4 WJ B A(wI) A ~(wJ 
409,111’1-9 
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~(la,lz, + l~*lz,)BW,) A A(z,), 
we have 
2 sup{l(w,) A A(w2) A 4z,) A @,): 21 -WI = y,, z2 - w2 = y2) 
= SUp{l(W,) A l(Z,): Z1 -WI = Y,} 
A SUp{l(W,) A /i(Z,): Z2 - W2 = Y2> 
=%Y,) A b,)=b,) A %X2)> 
i.e., the formula (*) still holds. Next, since A(O) is the greatest A(x), hence 
x(X)=SUp{+) A /i(y):Z-J’=X) 
> n(X) A ;l(o) 
= A(x), 
i.e., 1 B A. Finally, let v be any fuzzy subspace containing A. For each x E E 
we take the points y and z such that y -z = x. Then 
V(X) = V(Z - y) > V(Z) A V(y) > i(Z) A A(y). 
By the definition of 2, that is, v(x) ax(x); thus 1 is exactly the smallest 
fuzzy subspace which contains %. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that A is a fuzzy convex cone and A(0) = sup{ A(x): 
x E E}. Then there exists the largest fuzzy subspace 1 contained in 1 and 1 can 
be defined by 
‘i(x) = A(x) A A( -x), x E E. 
Proof. The fuzzy set 1 defined by the above-mentioned formula is a 
fuzzy subspace. In fact, for any reals a, and a, and any points xi and x2, 
put yi = (sgn a,) xi, i= 1,2, then aixi= Iail yi. If some aj= 0, then 
X(a,x, + +x2) is greater than or equal to x(x,) A x(x,). If a,. a2 #O, we 
have 
Gw, + a2x2) = WII Yl + Ia21 Y2) 
= A(b,l YI + Ia21 Y2) A A(b,l t-Y211 
aA A 4Y2) AC-Y,) A At-Y21 
= %Y I) A %Y2) = b,) A %X2), 
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i.e., 1 is a fuzzy subspace. Next, it is obvious that 2 <A. Finally, let v be a 
fuzzy subspace contained in A. Then v(x)=v(x) A v(-x)<A(x) A 
A( -x) = X(x), i.e., v < X. 
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